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Goodknight Mentor of
Campus Tolkien Club

Goodknight (Continued from pace 5)
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A white clay pipe Inscribed with
an eixotlc Kript, a "frodo Uv•s0
button, a prlz.-wlMlnc collection
or books now on display In tilt!
library - - these are lhe accoutre11K'nts of Glen Goodknl(llt, the
mentor or the Tolkien Club and
a member of a crowing coterie of
fans who bellev. J.R.R. Tolkien
Is one of the createst writers In
literary history.
The heir to this attention Is a
retired Oxford don and phllologv
scholar who In 1956 published has
famous lr!loey, The Lord of th~
Rings.
One thousand pages elude summary, but essentially the trilogy
Is a series of adventure stories
linked by a device commonly applied In medlevel literature: the
quest.
Goo<lknicht calls It a "quest In
reverse,'' becau'se the point is
not to find treasure but to destroy
a treasured rinc.
Frodo, the keeper of the rlnc,
has discovered that ii belonced
to Sauron, an evil wizza.rd. If
recalned, the rinc could make htm
the ruler of the world.
The effects of his rule "would
be worse than a nuclear catastrophe; splrtual tyrallny of the
rankest sort would result and men
would be turned into mindless
slaves.
"Death would be the easy way
out," saysGoodknlcht, The stories
, talce place In Middle Earth, the
► landscape moclel•d alter Europe.
It is populated with races other

than man--- ctwaF-fs, elv•s, ore:..
hobbita and trolls.
TIie books were larcely unnoticed. Goodknlcht, who discovered
them In 1956, said, "I aSl<ed
people II they knew or Tolkien
and II was . like asklnc It the>·'d
read Hamurabl's Coo. lately."
Then In September 1965 the first
paperback edition appeared and
10 months later the trllocy had sold
a quarter or a million copies, thus
dolnc better, faster than the
Catcher in the Rye.
Some strns or activity befan to

appear.
A poster in a New York subway
was etched with Elvish, orw of
the Middle Earth lansuages, ~nd 3
conversation bee an:
rrarfito
•• Down with Saruman," • 1 Bilbo
Bacclns Is probablr a fake," or
"Frodo u,·•s • ., th•Y scrawlPd.
One da)· 17 - year - old Rlrhard
Plotz posted a notice for a met>tlnc. Six people showed up In front
or a statue and talked Tolkien for
one hour In 20 degree v.·uther.
ThPn Plotz formed tilt! Tolkien
Society and membership crew to
its present 1000 In 44 statt>s,
If lore Is Inscribed on subwai·
posters, ii Is also cathered Into
Slekas,
obscure publications.
Entmoot, and I Palantlr are all
' esoteric and natlcally published
natives or California.
The most successflll or tht>se

I

"fanzlrws." as th•y ar• called, ls
Plotz' Tolkien Journal. It re•
centi>· t>S<:aped tilt! mimeograph
machine and became a sllckcovPr"'1 foll<>.
"G•rwlalf for Prul<Mnt" bumper
allckn~ •·•m" Into belnc, likewise
butt,,ns anoounclnc "f-'rodoUv.s,t•
"C:<>m,- I<> Mldcli. F.1rth," Ind
"J.l<.11. T<>lkl.n Is llobl•ll•form-

I

a counselor." At the Councll of
ElroDd It wu decided to attempt

Glen Goodlcnigfit
At the Frt>e Press Rook
Ing."
Shop the buttons and psyd1edellc
posters are available.
.. 1 didn't bu)" tM F"rodo poster,"
said Goodknlcht, '"because Frodo
was pictured as a younc boy with
sparse hair atop his feet, and he
Frodo Is 33 )'ears
was skinny.
old, his feet have leather)', hairy
solu, and like other hobblls he haa

a round stomach.• 1
He was more enthused about lhe
maps or Middle Earth the Trident
Ston aold and was lmpreswd that
they were sold out In a week.
TIiis state or actl•ltr was and II
larply unc»rcround. Small (l'OUps
plhered, but the nationwide sceiw
was unknown until an article appeared in the Saturday EffnlllC
Post last summer.
The Posc•s recountlnc of activities marshalled Goodknlcht's In•
tuest ror a Tolkien Society on
campus. In October 1986 he Inserted an ad lnvit1nc persons In•
1erested In a discussion group
to telephone .. Elrond."
Taklnc a name from the trllocY
is a common device for Tolkien
., Frodo's Uncl•" Nlls
tans.
buttons and bumper stickers and
"Thain l<lchar<l I" orcan1,.ec1 the
New York Tolkien Club.
Glen Goodknight choae' "Elrond"
"He
bl'cause he likes elves.
doesn't have a real active part
but he's 3n Important male figure,
(continued on pace 6)

the dHtructloa of the Rine.
"Elrond'' eot • pboM calls and
tbla nucleus met Informally on
campus. In March the Tolklfll
Society waa officially orpnlud.
A dozen people have since met to
dlacuss such themes as "How to
Write ElYlall" aDd '"the character
olOOUum."
TIM club nmalns small, smaller
than Goodkntctit would like. "It's
bard to Interest students al a commuter collep and It's hard to ftncl
1 conwnlent time !or us to pt topther ," he said.
ni. hlpplu an the only croup
which haa a larp number of fans
In contact with 011e another. Ram•
parts Macaz.lne alluded to the I.Ord
of the Rine• as "the absolutely
favorite book or every hippie."
It descrtbedtbe Hobbltsashedonlatlc, happy, little fellows wbo
love beauty and pretty colors."
Ooodknict,t balked at "hedonistic." True, Ille hobbltseat 4or
C. substantial dinners and they enjoy the warm, d•llcloua comfort
of their hobbit bolu, but they an
not "hedonistic." lnadclltlon,they
ranly wear colors other than
brown, yellow or rreen.
Goodkni(ht tlllnks hlpplu an
drawn to the books because of the
exotic e!Ylsh script and their nadlnc of the boolc as a mandate for
dl'Olllltnc out of 10elety.
" It Is an escal)t' from I he
formlessness of the
cnashlnc
world," he said. "Some people
r.ad Tolltlen for -!SCape, but
Tolltlen wants us to come baclc to
our own world, WIien Frodo carries
the Rine, when Guldalt rt•• Illa
own safety, peraonal lnwolwmeat
is stnsaed.' 1
OOv•mment Profeuor Robert
Simmons say• Tolkien Is "fantssl:unc the forces be -•operat!Ye
In each of us•· he II able to tap
thoM forces, the wara, the mat
(I ant unltnown In each ot us." TIie
boolc Is "sheer, jo,oua fantuy,
but then Is a pol1Ucal dlmenalon
which our ace can't really discover.
statement. editor Patsy Tbompaon nlaled the popularity of the
boolc to the manucrtpta &lie ncelYes: "Leu Ulan one per cent
have a happy quality. Tollcien la
rreat Heape. TIM book -ma
contemporary, not Just becaUN ot
the lancuace •• no thou's and
thee's -- but the acts seem cur-
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Althoueb Glen Goodknlcllt has
plhel'9d few memorabilia (pipe,
buttons) abollt lllm, Ills approacll
to Tolkien la prlmartly pllllo9opblcal.
When he says '"It's the cnateat
Piece or nct1oa 1a tile Encllab lane·
ua«e" he's not atactar a Joe McCarthy to raner literary beadUnes. He brtaca to the sub,-ct
the lnal(bts and aoUd knowledp
or a doctoral candidate aDd U..
entbuatuma ot a prosel)1e.
He believes that TollcJea aousttt
to '"restate tradltlollal Y&Jws In
the 20th century la a m)'tbl>-pottl~
form. Tbese(Mkldle Eartll)worlda
an not static, dead other-worlds,
klncdoms Ml of Ufe and fflOYHlt!llt
with coatnctlac and ellpaftdlnc
frontiers, with sllllllnc loya)llH,
em<>tlons and IOClal patterns."

Ursula K. Le Guin g'bye hug
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St. John's Catholic Newman Center
The University of Illinois
Champaign, Illinois
July 28-31, 2017

Welcome

to Mythcon 48, the annual conference of the Mythopoeic Society,
and the fiftieth anniversary of its founding! Whether you have been active in the
Society since 1967 or this is your first exposure to it, we are delighted to have you
join us in Champaign, Illinois, this summer.
In this program book you will find information about the conference: our Guests of Honor, the
papers, panels, and presenters which will populate our time from Friday, July 28th, through Monday, July
31st, and the special activities which will comprise Mythcon 48. The actual program schedule (times and
locations of papers and events) will be on a separate "pocket program" as well as online (go to
www.mythcon.org and click on the large "Mythcon 48 Schedule"link).
You will also find information about this year's Mythopoeic Fantasy Award and Mythopoeic
Scholarship Award nominees (winners will be announced at the banquet, Sunday evening), a brief history
of the Mythopoeic Society, of previous Mythcons, a list of the members of the conference and the
members of the Mythcon 48 committee, plus occasional images from earlier Mythcons----enjoy!
♦

The Mythopoeic Society (founded in 1967) is one of the oldest organizations extant for those
interested in fantasy and its study and appreciation. Though we have made impressive contributions to
Mythopoeic Studies, we have always been a small nonprofit, run totally by unpaid volunteers. Without
memberships, we'd cease to exist. We cover all the Inklings. We welcome scholars from a variety of
disciplines, independent scholars, and anyone who reads and loves fantasy literature. As a member you
can have influence on the direction of the Society by voting on its leadership - or become part of that
leadership yourself.

Council of Stewards - and Managers, 2017
Council Chair for 2017: David Emerson,
Webmaster

David Oberhelman, Mythopoeic Awards
Administrator, soon to be replaced by Vicki
Ronn

Vice-chair: Janet Brennan Croft, Editor of
Myth/ore

Lee Speth, Orders Department

Megan Abrahamson, Editor of Mythprint

Marion Van Loo, Subscriptions Manager

Lynne Darga, Membership & Discussion Group
Steward
Leslie A. Donovan, Editor ofMythopoeic Press
Alicia Fox-Lenz, Manager of Social Media
Lisa Deutsch Harrigan, Treasurer

The Mythopoeic Society
P.O. Box 6707
Altadena, CA 91003-6707
www .mythsoc.org

Geraldine Holmes, Recording Secretary
Gwyneth Hood, Editor of Mythic Circle
Lynn Maudlin, Steward for Mythopoeic
Conferences
Tolkien Centenary Celebration logo
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An Overview of Activities at Mythcon 48
Friday:

Registration opens at 1:00 p.m.
Programming begins at 2:00 p.m.
Dinner: 5 :30 - 6:30 p.m.
Stewards' Reception at 7:00 p.m., including a 50th Anniversary slide show and cake!

Saturday: Breakfast 7:00- 10:00 a.m.
Registration opens at 8:30 a.m.
Gather for Procession 9:00 a.m.
Procession 9:15 a.m.
Opening Ceremonies 9:30 a.m.
Guest of Honor talk by Laura Schmidt
Programming continues 11 :00 a.m.
Lunch: 12:00- 1:30
Programming continues 1:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Evening Entertainments at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday:

Breakfast 7:00- 10:00 a.m.
Registration opens at 8:30 a.m.
Programming continues 9:00 a.m.
Lunch: 12:00 - 1:30
Society Auction 2:00 - 3:30
Banquet 5:30- 9:00ish
Guest of Honor talk by William Fliss
Mythopoeic Awards Announcements & Presentations
Masquerade
Not Ready For Mythcon Players

Monday:

Breakfast 7:00- 10:00 a.m.
Programming continues 9:00 a.m.
Annual Meeting of the Mythopoeic Society (all are welcome) 11 :00 a.m.
Closing Ceremonies and the Singing of the Songs 11:45 a.m.

For those staying at St John's Catholic Newman Center,
please be out of your rooms by 1:00 p.m.

REMEMBER: you will need to tum in your room key
and meal cards in order to receive back your deposit
check!

Tim Kirk's Asian
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Guest of Honor: Laura Schmidt
· Laura Schmidt first encountered the works of C.S. Lewis
and J.R.R. Tolkien in her childhood and her love and
appreciation for those authors and their affiliates has
continued to grow with each passing year. She began
haunting the Marion E. Wade Center while visiting her
older sister at Wheaton College, and the Wade became an
integral part of her decision to attend Wheaton herself for
her undergraduate studies. She worked as a Wade Center
student worker from 1999 to 2003 and traveled to the
United Kingdom on a school-sponsored program in the
summer of 2001. Laura graduated with a BA double major
in English literature and history from Wheaton College in 2003, and a master's degree in the
Science of Information with a specialization in Archives and Records Management from the
University of Michigan's School of Information in 2005. Her graduate studie,,s provided
opportunities to work at the Bentley Historical Library- University of Michigan, the Special
Collections Library in Hatcher Graduate Library - University of Michigan, and the Berg
Collection in the New York Public Library. The degree she values most highly however might be
the Doctor of Hobbit Letters (DhL) she received from the American Tolkien Society after
reading a paper on "Songs and Poetry in The Lord of the Rings" at the· 111 th birthday party of
J.R.R. Tolkien on September 22, 2003. She presented the paper again at Mythcon in 2004 (Ann
Arbor, Michigan).
In an unexpected happy turn of events, Laura found herself welcomed back at the Marion
E. Wade Center in May 2005 to serve as Archivist upon completing her master's degree where
she has been happily employed in what is truly her dream job for the past twelve years. She has
enjoyed working with scholars and visitors from all over the world at the Wade Center, and it is
a tremendous blessing for her to aid in the promotion and preservation of the seven Wade
authors' works and respective legacies.
She also volunteers as the historian of the Carol Stream Historical Society, as a church
librarian, and as the staff adviser for the Wheaton College Tolkien Society and Whlnklings
writing group. She is the author of Using Archives: A Guide to Effective Research (Society of
American Archivists, 2011 ), and has spoken extensively on the Wade Center and its seven
authors over the years.
Previous Presentations include:
"Introduction to Archives" online lecture for a Signum University research methods class
(February 2017); "Researching C.S. Lewis and Friends" workshop on researching at the Wade
Center, 10th Frances White Ewbank Colloquium on C.S. Lewis & Friends, Taylor University
(June 2016); "Where do we Store the Action Figures?: Archives and the Growth of Popular
Culture and Fandom Collections" Midwest Archives Conference, Milwaukee, WI (April 2016);
"Beyond Lewis and Tolkien: Getting to Know the Other Inklings" Tolkien Conference, Urbana
Theological Seminary, Champaign, IL (September 2014).
The title of her Guest of Honor talk at Mythcon 2017 is "Treasure in the Archives: A Celebration
of Archival Collections"
4

Guest of Honor: William Fliss
William Fliss was born in Rockford, Illinois and raised in
Beloit, Wisconsin, where he became an ardent fan of J.R.R.
Tolkien by the age often. He graduated from college with
majors in history and political science. He later returned to
graduate school, receiving a master's degree in history and a
master's degree in library and information science with a
concentration in archival studies from the University of
Wisconsin - Milwaukee.
After sampling a variety of archival environments,
William decided he was best suited to a career in academic
archives. He joined Marquette University's Department of
Special Collections and University Archives in 2003, where he has been fortunate to gain
exposure to every aspect of archival work, including collection development, reference,
outreach, arrangement and description, digitization, and donor relations. William' s presentations
at archival conferences have focused most on the building of digital collections and digital
reformatting of analog sound recordings.
When the curator of Marquette's J.R.R. Tolkien Collection left the department in January
2012 for a position elsewhere, William stepped in as interim curator, a position that the library
administration decided to make permanent. William splits his time between the Tolkien
Collection and other departmental projects. Since becoming curator of the Tolkien Collection, he
has worked to raise its profile and improve access to it. He has offered popular bi-monthly public
showings of the original manuscripts. He has been interviewed about the collection for several
media outlets. William has sought to expand Marquette's effort to document Tolkien Fandom.
Most importantly, he is now embarked on an ambitious project to reprocess the entire Tolkien
manuscript collection to improve ease of use.
William is active in the Midwest Archives Conference (MAC) and the Southeast
Wisconsin Archi;vists' Group (SWAG). Since 2011 William has been taking advantage of an
employee tuition waiver benefit to pursue a doctorate in history, with a specialization in
American religious history, particularly the history of U.S. Catholicism. William is now
researching a dissertation that centers on the public career of Rev. Virgil Blum, S.J. (1913-1990),
intellectual godfather of the school choice movement and founder of The Catholic League for
Religious and Civil Rights.

Be sure to sign up and participate in the Tolkien Fandom Oral
History project which William will be working on at Mythcon
48.
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Abstracts and Presenter Bios
MEGAN ABRAHAMSON

CRAIG A.BOYD

"Defining Medievalism: Tolkien's Se/lie Spell
and the Problem of Unferth and Grendel's
Mother"
When defining medievalism, something
like J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings
comes most readily to mind, praised by scholars
and fans alike for its rich reflections of medieval
history, literature, art, and languages. One recent
development in the field of medievalism,
however, is its expanding definition,
complicating our understanding of
"medievalism" as more than a "post-medieval
representation of the medieval."
The scholarly value of Sellic Spell is believed to
be minimal, but this short work can be seen to
engage, if not represent, all three possible
definitions of medievalism: (1) it is clearly and
obviously a post-medieval fiction of the Middle
Ages; (2) it is also a product of its time,
influenced by Tolkien's Modernism, his
Englishness, his biases of gender, race, and
class; (3) it furthermore is an attempt by
Tolkien-in spite of his post-medievalness-to
try to get at that "original" (folkloric) Beowulf, a
tale that is just as impossible for Tolkien to
recapture as it was for the Beowulf-poet who
was also "looking back." By viewing Sellic Spell
through each of these three definitions of
medievalism, we find that Tolkien nuances his
scholarly arguments about Beowulf,
complicating or adding to his recognized
scholarship, especially centering around
Grendel's mother and Unferth.

"The Unbearable Sadness of Being Gollum:
Envy as Insatiable Sorrow"
Goll um is certainly one of the more
complicated characters in Tolkien's works and
seems to suffer from both psychological and
moral injury. Unfortunately, his moral injuries
are self-inflicted. One of the key moral problems
he has is envy. Aquinas says that "Recollection
of past goods in so far as we have had them,
causes pleasure; in so far as we have lost them,
causes sorrow; and in so far as others have them,
causes envy" (ST, II-IL 36.l,ad4). It is this
recollection of his possession of the Ring that
produces envy. The two salient features of envy
include: (1) the person who possesses an object
or ability that we desire, and (2) the object or
ability itself. Gabrielle Taylor distinguishes
between "state envy" and "object envy." Gollum
envies Bilbo and Frodo and this is "state envy"
since he is envious of their state, or condition.
They are the persons whom Gollum envies
because they have possession of the one thing he
truly desires. And object envy is the envy of the
thing itself-the Ring. I contend that envy is the
feature that most clearly leads to Gollum's moral
disintegration.

Megan is a doctoral student ofMedieval
Literature at the University of MissouriColumbia, and was previously a master's
student and instructor at the University ofNew
Mexico. She is in the middle of comprehensive
exams, but assuming she survives that, her
dissertation will be on applications offandom
and fanfiction studies to medieval literature. She
is also on the governing board of the
Mythopoeic Society and wants to publish your
work in Mythprint/
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Craig A. Boyd is a professor ofphilosophy at
Saint Louis University. He holds a PhD from
Saint Louis University and has published four
books; the most recent is Virtues and Their
Vices with Kevin Timpe (Oxford University
Press, 2014).
JOANNA BOYD-WILIDTE

"Thorin Oakenshield and the Vice of
Avarice"
An underlying theme of The Hobbit is
the moral tension between the vice of avarice
and the virtue of generosity and hospitality.
Thorin Oakenshield epitomizes the vice of
avarice while Bilbo demonstrates kindness and
generosity. The story culminates in Thorin's
deathbed confession and his request for
forgiveness from Bilbo. He says, "If more ofus
valued food and cheer and song above hoarded
gold, it would be a merrier world. But sad or
merry, I must leave it now. Farewell" (301).

Thorin recognizes too late that his obsession
with treasure alienated him from the best
companion he could have hoped for. In the
Christian tradition, avarice is one of the capital
vices and, according to Aquinas, "Signifies an
inordinate desire of money." And further, it
"signifies a certain defect in regard to the
dispensing of wealth and a certain excess in
regard to its acquisition and retention because of
an excessive love of money" (De Malo, XIII, 1).
I argue that Thorin shows how the vice of
avarice destroys relationships and substitutes the
love of riches for the love of others. Thorin's
moral sickness warps his judgment and isolates
him from those he should love the most.

Joanna Boyd-Wilhite is an incoming graduate

student in literature at Marquette University.
She recently graduated magna cum laude in
May 2017 from Saint Louis University with B.A.
in English and Theological Studies.
DAVID BRATMAN

"By the Tail of my Oxford Shirt through the
Yale Locks"
Mythcon's theme this year includes
"Digging for gold in the archives": this
presentation will be an account of some of my
experiences performing research on Tolkien and
the Inklings in the two titular universities
Oxford and Yale, as well as at the Wade Center
Stanford, and other locales, that have produced '
my past papers on Hugo Dyson and R.B.
McCallum as well as Tolkien; the biobibliographical appendices to Diana Pavlac
Glyer's The Compar,iy They Keep; and my
edition of The Masques ofAmen House by
Charles Williams. Although the presentation
will be largely narrative and anecdotal, there are
serious points to be made about the obstacles to
research that scholars must face, and the
diligence and openness to serendipity that are
necessary to reward their efforts with success. It
will conclude with a description of the work that
must be undertaken to prepare the annual
bibliography and "The Year's Work in Tolkien
Studies" for the journal Tolkien Studies each
year.
David Brafman is co-editor a/Tolkien Studies:
An Annual Scholarly Review. He previously
wrote the annual "Year's Work in Tolkien

Studies "for that publication. His other writings
include the article on authors contemporary
with Tolkien for A Companion to J.R.R. Tolkien
edited by Stuart D. Lee (Wiley Blackwell, 2014)
and the bio-bibliographical appendix on the
Inklings to The Company They Keep by Diana
Pavlac Glyer (Kent State, 2007). His work on
Tolkien and the Inklings has also appeared in
Mythlore.
NANCY BUNTING

" ... And What about Zanzibar? Or, An Adult
Fairy Tale Concerning Tolkien's Biographical
Legend"
The story of Mabel Tolkien being a
missionary in Zanzibar before her marriage first
appeared in William Ready's 1968 book and
separately in J.S. Ryan's 1969 book. Whether
this story is based on fact or not, two
independent reports document Tolkien told this
story. This essay addresses the context of the
Zanzibar story and what it tells us about the
complicated Mabel Suffield Tolkien. We have
anecdotes that tell us about important aspects of
Mabel Tolkien's character: her being willful and
independent in her courtship with her future
husband and her disregard of convention and
public opinion in joining the Catholic Church.
Tolkien's mother was not only his teacher and
his guide to what Tolkien saw as the only true
religion, Catholicism, but also the source of his
interest in languages, etymology, alphabets, and
handwriting. She was also the beautiful Queen
Mab with an "almost idolatrous love" of trees
and flowers, his guide to Faerie, the realm of
elves and dragons, which he believed in all his
life.
Nancy A. Bunting, Ph.D. is a practicing clinical
psychologist who lives and works in Mountain
Home, Arkansas. Her "Tolkien and the Boy
Scouts" appeared in the 2015 Lembas Extra.
She also published "Tolkien in Love: Pictures
from the Winter of 1912-1913" in Mythlore
Spring/Summer, 2014 and "Inspiration: Tolkien
and The Black Douglas " in Minas Tirith
Evening-Star Autumn 2013 and Summer 2014.
"Tolkien 's First Notebook and its Destruction"
appeared in Mallom 2015. She presented
"Fairies, Fairy Queen, and the Character of
Guinevere" at Mythcon in 2015.
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FRANK COFFMAN

"Tracing Threads of Mythopoesis: The
Influence of Morris, Macdonald, and
Chesterton on Tolkien and Lewis"
This presentation will show some of the
important influences of early fantasists upon the
mythopoeic imaginations and creative
achievements of J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis.
Most critical assessments place William Morris
and George Macdonald solidly at the beginning
of mythopoeic fantasy (rather than what might
be called "mythomorphic": myth reshaping
fantasy). Looking especially at Morris's epic
poem, Sigurd the Vo/sung and some of his
romances, at George Macdonald's important
essay, "The Fantastic Imagination," and at G.K.
Chesterton's epic, The Ballad of the White
Horse and some of his essay prose, some lines
of influence upon the later fantasists will be
examined. Beyond this,a general theory upon
the value, relevance, and justification of the
fantastic in literature and a theory regarding the
underlying reason for Fantasy's power,
potential, and impact will be briefly presented.
Dean Franklin "Frank" Coffman, Jr. is
professor ofEnglish, Journalism, and Creative
Writing at Rock Valley College in Rockford,
Illinois. His major areas of interest are focused
upon the several genres ofpopular imaginative
literature, their origins, rise, and relevance. A
published author, poet, and scholar, he is also
developing a system of "subjective
stylometrics "- based upon the informed
rhetorical analysis and informed responsive
"tagging " of literary texts. He selected and
edited Robert E. Howard: Selected Poems. His
recent creative efforts have been in weird,
horrific, and supernatural poetry andfiction and
in the sub-genre of the occult detective.
JANET BRENNAN CROFT

"Hell and Back: Helena as Kore and Shaman
in Orphan Black"
The myth of the descent of a goddess
into hell and her return to the land of the living
as an intermediary between the two realms is a
central one in the development of the female
psyche. Among the many goddesses and
heroines associated with this pattern are
Persephone, Inanna, Psyche, and Eurydice, who
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in their various ways and for various reasons
descend into hell, are transformed by what
happens to them there, and return to the world of
the living (or fail to do so) with matured powers
and abilities.
This paper will examine these mythic
stories and associations as they relate to Helena,
the character who most dramatically exemplifies
this pattern and whose thought processes are the
most tied to religion, superstition, symbolism,
and her own sense of special destiny. Helena's
evolving story shows her returning to hell over
and over again, at first passively, but
increasingly on her own volition to save her
"sestras." Season five promises to expand on her
role as avenging angel on behalf of her growing
family of sisters and their mothers, brothers,
spouses, and children-and perhaps further, as
Neolution's plans threaten the entire human
race.
"'What if I'm still there? What if I never left
that clinic?': Faerian Drama in Buffy's
'Normal Again"'
Faerian Drama is a term developed by
J.R.R. Tolkien in his essay "On Fairy-stories,"
which he describes as plays which the elves
present to men, with a "realism and immediacy
beyond the compass of any human mechanism,"
where the viewer feels he is "bodily inside its
Secondary World" but instead is "in a dream
that some other mind is weaving" (63-64). When
we read or view a work containing an example
of faerian drama, we add a metafictional layer to
the story: part of our engagement as an audience
rests in the tense anticipation of whether the
character will realize she is in a faerian drama or
not.
A number of episodes of Buffy the
Vampire Slayer exhibit some characteristics of
faerian drama. In this talk I will concentrate on
"Normal Again" (6.17), a problematic episode
which takes the Faerian drama idea in
unexpected directions. Buffy is presented as an
institutionalized mental patient lost in delusions
of being the Slayer and being pressured to give
up this fantasy life and join the "real" world.
The ambiguity of the ending presents an unusual
twist: the participant in the faerian drama
chooses to stay within the fantasy world.

Janet Brennan Croft is Head ofAccess and
Delivery Services at Rutgers University
libraries. She is the author of War in the Works
ofJR.R . Tolkien (2004; winner of the
Mythopoeic Society Award) and has publish ed
articles on JR.R. Tolkien, JK. Rowling, Terry
Pratchett, Lois McMaster Bujold, other authors,
and the Peter Jackson films. She is editor or coeditor of many collections of literary essays, the
latest being Baptism ofFire: The Birth of British
Fantasy in World War I (Mythopoeic Press,
2016). She edits the refereed scholarly journal
Myth/ore and serves on the board of the
Mythopoeic Press.
PHILLI P FITZSIM MONS

"Owen Barfiel d's 'The Environmental
Vision' as a Bridge to the Works of C.S.
Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien"
This paper is inspired by work on "The
Environmental Vision" ofC.S. Lewis and J.R.R.
Tolkien by Matthe w Dickerson. A reading of
Dickerson's two books ·inspires this Barfield fan
to think of passages in Barfield's many works
that describe nature and address environmental
themes in ways that complement similar
passages and themes found in the works of his
fellow Inklings.
I will explore the presentation of nature
and the expressions of environmental ideas as
they appear throughout the, predominantly,
fictional works of Owen Barfield, and highlight
passages in Barfiel d's work that show his love
of nature. Additionally, his environmentalism
will be discussed by pointing to passages that
are critical of animal abuse, corporate pollution,
or the threat of a society dominated by
commercialism to the environment. Typically,
his villains are a threat to animal life and to the
environment. The paper also discusses
Barfield's belief in the spiritual dimension of
mankind's relationship to the natural world,
found in his philosophical work. The spiritual
ideas are approached in response to their
treatment by Dicker son about the writings of
C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien.
Phillip Fitzsimmons is the Reference and
Digitization Librarian at Southwestern
Oklahoma State University in Weatherford,
Oklahoma. He earned his ML.I.S. from the

University of Oklahoma in Norman, Oklahoma.
He is the administrator of the SWOSU Digital
Commons. His research interests include the
works of JR.R. Tolkien, Owen Barfield, the
Inklings; and digital services for academic
libraries with an emphasis on institutional
repository administration and library reference
services.
MIKE FOSTER

"Clyde S. Kilby: Friend of the Inklings and
Founder of the Wade Collection"
Prof. Clyde Kilby has long loomed large
in the lore of the Inklings. He was the guest of
honor at Mythcon I in l 970, winning the
Mythopoeic Society's award for Inklings
studies. "Tolkien, Lewis, and Williams" was the
lead paper in Mythcon I Proceedings published
in 1971. The 1971 "Mythcon Report" describes
him as "a good friend of Tolkien and the only
American to have read parts of [then
unpublished] The Silmarillion."
Kilby was the founder of the Marion E.
Wade Collection at Wheaton (Illinois) College, a
valuable scholarly resource. At the time of his
death, the Wade's riches include more than
1,100 original letters to, from, and about Lewis
and 850 pages of his manuscripts, including the
"Boxen " stories, written and illustrated during
his boyhood, and thirty letters to and from
Tolkien. Based on his many meetings with Kilby
and published and unpublished interviews that
began in 1978, Prof. Mike Foster' s presentation
includes the Wheaton College profess or's
recollections of several summers that he spent
working with Tolkien at the author' s home in
Oxford. C.S. Lewis and Major Warren Lewis are
also recalled in this remarkable memoir.
Mike Foster was a member of the English
faculty at Illinois Central College in East Peoria
from 1971 until his retirement in 2005. His first
specialty is English fantasy literature, especially
JR.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, G.K. Chesterton, and
JM Barrie, and he has taught and publish ed
widely in this area. He is a foundin g member of
the Far Westfarthing smial, a fantasy book
discussion group. Foster :S second specialty is
popula r music, especially of the era of the
Beatles, but reaching back into the blues, folk,
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andjazz traditions, especially music with a link
to Illinois.
ALICIA Fox-LENZ

"Digital Mythopoeia: Exploring Modern
Myth-making in The Legend ofZelda"
Since 1986, Shigeru Miyamoto at
Nintendo has been slowly creating a fantasy
world within cartridges rivaling those found
within books, With each release of a new game
in the Legend of Zelda franchise, not only has
the gameplay changed and the scope of the
world expanded, but the mythological
underpinnings of the universe have deepened.
Could this be a new medium for modem
mythopoeia? We' ll look at the external creative
influences on Miyamoto and the development
t~am which have colored the overarching plot
lme of the games. We will also dive into a
history and evolution of the mythological
elements within the franchise to determine
whether this can be classified as mythopoeia and
discuss the potential of video gaming in general
as a medium for mythopoeic work.
Alicia Fox-Lenz is an independent scholar
currently pursuing a graduate degree in English
Literature and Language with a dual
concentration in Tolkien Studies and Germanic
Philology at Signum University. She is interested
in studying Tolkien through a Cultural Studies
lens. More specifically, her work examines the
applicability of Tolkien to a modern audience
through audience reception and comparisons to
other pop culture media. She has been published
in Mythprint and Salem Press 's Critical
Insights: The Hobbit.
CHRISTOPHER GILSON

"Laurie Lassi, Rtimavoite Malinai: The Sound
and Sense of Elvish Gold"
"All that is gold does not glitter." In
expressing that intrinsic value need not correlate
with outward appearance, this maxim can be
read as a philological observation about
metaphor. And since metonymy plays a role in
the semantics of historical change, it is also
more deeply about the interrelation of sound and
sense in language. This paper will examine the
uses of words for 'gold' in such Elvish poems as
"Galadriel's Lament" or the early Narqelion,

and also the roots of these words as used in
various names in Tolkien's mythology. A
comparison among the Quenya, Noldorin, and
Sindarin cognates for 'gold' will explore how
Tolkien has employed variation in sound and
sense to depict aesthetic diversity within the
languages of his secondary worlds. The element
cul- ' golden-red' in Culurien ultimately harks
back to the word kulu 'gold' in the Qenya
Lexicon, probably inspired by Finnish kulta
'gold', borrowed in tum from the Germanic
source of Gothic gulp and English gold. A
consideration of such relations between
Tolkien's invented languages and our own
idioms will illustrate his fictional extension of
the comparative methods of philology to an
imaginary prehistory applicable to our own
linguistic aesthetics.

Christopher Gilson is the editor and publisher of
the journal Parma Eldalamberon, for which he
has coedited a number of Tolkien 's writings in
and about the Elvish languages, such as The
Gnomish Lexicon, The Qenya Lexicon, Early
~lvish Poetry, and Words, Phrases and Passages
m The Lord of the Rings. He has contributed to
Tolkien's Legendarium and the journals
Mythlore, Vinyar Tengwar, and Arda Philology.
ELIJAHHOOK

"Coming of Age in Middle-earth: Tolkien's
Bildungsroman"
In any given study of Tolkien's
relationship with his works of literature, the
conversation typically follows the track of how
Tolkien's life is reflected or not reflected in his
writing. Viewing Tolkien's cre~tion as his

personal bildungsroman reverses this mindset.
Instead we look to see how Tolkien's personal
life was affected by what he wrote. As he said,
he wasn't just inventing, but discovering; and in
this he becomes not just the author of his works,
but an interactive reader as well. In his
legendarium, Tolkien attempts to reach a
socially acceptable level of maturity on a
number of subjects, including spirituality,
marriage, and parenthood. Focusing particularly
on spiritual maturity, we see that he uses his
mythology to investigate concepts such as death,
God, redeemability, and the coexistence of faery
stories with Christian beliefs. When observing

Tolkien's work as his coming of age process, it
would seem that his beliefs did not entirely
shape his stories. Rather, he used his stories to
help shape his beliefs. Ultimately, as readers of
Tolkien's work, the bildungsroman point of
view does away with the need for allegorical
explanations. There is no allegory, only a greater
understanding of what he already regarded as
true.

Elijah is a recent graduate of the University of
New Mexico where he earned a BA in English.
Other fields of study included communications
and business, focusing on interpersonal
relations in both. In the coming years he will be
pursuing Masters and PhD degrees in
Humanities, and hopes to teach and continue
writing and researching. He is primarily
interested in early twentieth century British and
American literature, as well as pop culture
studies.
BRITTANIIVAN

"Countries of the Mind: The Mundane, the
Fantastic, and Reality in the Landscapes of
Diana Wynne Jones' Hexwood and Garth
Nix's Old Kingdom Series"
The landscape, in a piece of mythopoeic
fiction, is more than a backdrop to the action: it
is the story itself rendered static. The way each
author arranges their landscape thus reflects
their conception of continuities, discontinuities,
and imbalances of power and reality between the
mundane and the fantastic. I argue that by
applying the postcolonial theories of Mary
Louise Pratt, Michel de Certeau, and Homi
Bhaba to the fantastic landscapes that are
mapped or left unmapped by Diana Wynne
Jones in Hexwood and Garth Nix in his Old
Kingdom Series, it is revealed that the
ideological divide between the mundane and the
fantastic has been socially constructed to create
a cultural hegemony for one zone at the expense
of the reality of the other. The landscape each of
these authors employs is therefore a judgment of
the relative values of the mundane and the
fantastic; while Jones finds that assignment of
primary reality to either is ultimately harmful for
the entire system, Nix counters that it is
necessary to retain the divide if a multiplicity of

viewpoints is to exist at all, revealing that the
'reality' of both zones is tenuous.

Brittani Ivan is a recent graduate of Bryn Mawr
College, and is starting as a Graduate Teaching
Assistant at Kansas State University this fall as
part of her Master's in Children's Literature.
· She was received the St. Andrew's Society
McFarland Scholarship for study at the
University ofEdinburgh, where the seeds of her
current research were sown, and was awarded
the Hanna Holborn Research Fellowship for her
study of the effects of landscape on the
construction ofviable heroic identities infantasy
fiction. Her research interests include medieval
lays, modern retellings, and postcolonial
analysis of landscapes in fantasy fiction.
BILLIE JARVIS-FREEMAN

"Absence of Golden Girls: Examining the
Lack of Physical Description in George
MacDonald's 'Double Tale"'
Gold seemingly has intrinsic value, long
held as treasure worthy of being traded for
anything which one might desire, or conversely
hoarded as the object of desire itself; a not
innocuous parallel for beautiful women. The
image of the prized "golden girl" has survived
multiple eras and societies into our own, picked
up in the stories that we now hand down to
children. From Midas' daughter to Rapunzel,
young women associated with gold, or
minimally a golden hue, are dually merged in
tragic value. Their golden images bringing both
desire and isolation or death. So many of our
fairy tale heroines are sun-filled, shining
examples of feminine treasure and objectified
value. This however is not the case with the girls
and women of George MacDonald's fairy tales.
Rather his women, though described as beautiful
and lovely, are rarely described with specific
description of their physical attributesparticularly hair color. Distinctively within
MacDonald's "Double Story, the Wise Woman,
or The Lost Princess," the value of girls and
women is spiritual; their beauty and loveliness
existing singularly as a corollary to their
goodness and purity of heart.
Billie Jarvis-Freeman, a professor ofEnglish
and Interdisciplinary Studies at Lincoln
Christian University, dabbles in the field of
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creative apologetics. Dr. Jarvis-Freeman is
consistently delighted to find that despite the
dire warnings of advisors and fellow profe ssors,
she is just as in love the work of the Inklings,
George MacDonald, and Dorothy L. Sayers as
she was before her dissertation and follow ing
publications on the subje ct; findin g new
moments of inspiration from those authors with
every repea ted reading of their works . She is
currently worki ng on a proje ct that investigates
the portrayals of mothe rhood in the works of
Sayers.
BRUCE LEONARD

"Tolkien-inspired Chess Sets"
Tolkien' s tales have stimulated an
amazing creative response producing a wide
variety of ephem era and items to archive. As
with Niggl e's tree, "strange birds" have neste d
in and under Tolki en's 'Tree of Amal ion.' In
keeping with our Archivist Guests of Hono r this
.
1s a presentation of some of those "strange '
birds." The focus will be on images of pieces
from over 20 Middle-earth inspired chess sets.
The presentation will compare themes and
solutions set designers have adopted to assign
characters to chess pieces. Melkor is in the
details. We will consider such esoteric questions
as: If Sauron is a King, who should be his
queen? How are the knights to be portrayed?
How to handle a Fellowship of nine? The
convention with typical modern sets has the
King as tallest and Pawns the shortest. But
Middle~earth theme d set designers often ignore
this height convention, a risk with characterdriven sets. IfBar ad-df u is a Rook, how sensible
is a short Dark Tower? Or to exploit the movies,
each piece is a different movie character making
32 individual pieces. Which character is which
chess piece? Anoth er focus wove n into the
presentation will describe some foibles of
collecting such sets.
Bruce Leon ard is a native of Colorado with a
decades-long passi on for Tolkien. "My first
Mythcon was at Marquette in 1987 and have
only misse d one since. " A long-term goal would
be to contribute his collection to open a
"Tolkien Museum and Memorial Arboretum. "
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WILL LINN

"Dragon-Sickness and Rings of Gold"
"All that is gold does not glitter " (222,
225 Fellowship). The tension betwe en gold as
good and evil is simple and intuitive on the
surface: for the very reaso n gold is beautiful and
desirable it is desired, coveted, and hoar dedsymptoms of what, on the last page of The
Hobb it,Tol kien describes as The DragonSickness. But what more does Tolki en's
mythopoetic perception of gold tell us about
good and evil? Why does he present gold that's
flowing, rising, or above as good while casting
shado w on gold under foot, hoarded, enclosed or
wrought in circles? Why is this tension also
found in the work of P~ato, who uses a golden
ring of invisibility retrieved from a dark pit as

~is ultimate symbol for egoic corruption though,

like other Classical philosophers, he associated
gold with beauty and goodness? Why does
Frodo fixate on the beaut y and roundness of the
corruptive gold ring (79 Fellowship), and why is
Thori n "clad in a coat of gold-plated rings,"
when he gives way to the hoarding greed of
Drago n Sickness (240 Hobbit)? What ideas of
good and evil depend on forms of enclosure and
flow?
Will Linn, Ph.D. , chairs the General Education
Depa rtmen t at Relativity School in Los Ange les
Center Studios, where he rims the Myth & Story
Writing Room and teaches a course on story that
featur es Joseph Campbell and the Inklings. He
is the Editor for the Joseph Campbell
Foun datio n's global Mythological
Roun dTab le® network, co-host of a radio series
he creat ed for the Santa Barba ra News -Pres s
called Myth osoph ia, and found e r of The

Mythology Channel. He holds a B.A. in
Philosophy from Sewanee, The University of the
South , and a Ph.D. in Mythological Studies with
an emphasis on Depth Psych ology from Pacifica
Graduate Institute.
ELISE MCK ENNA

"Silmarils and Stories: The Role of Jewels in
J.R.R. Tolkien's The Silmarillion"
The Silmarillion is full of references to gold,
silver, and myriad gems. The lands of Arda,
spectacularly Valinor and its shores, also have
gold, silver, and gems as descriptive references

to grandeur and to the actual metals and gems of
the world. The abundance of these metals and
gems gives Tolkien's creation an elegance and
opulence like that of a heavenly realm. Even the
descriptions of the Valar contain references to
metals and precious and semi-precious gems.
Treasured above all are the silmarils because
they contain the light of the two trees, they are.
the zeniths of craftsmanship, and they are not
reproducible. In the stories, these jewels have a
way of forging and destroying relationships; of
bringing greatest joy and deepest sorrow; and of
causing love and loss. The silmarils are
significant because they exude a powerful force
that surpasses all other gems.

Elise McKenna teaches English Composition in
Winter Park, Florida. She holds a master's
degree and is working on her doctorate. Her
articles appear in Eclectica.org, How We
Became Middle Earth, Lembas EXTRA, and
Conference Proceedings for the Tolkien Society.
A recipient of local awards & grants, she
teaches literature, composition, creative writing,
and horror fiction. She lectures on different
aspects ofJR.R. Tolkien, Joseph Campbell, and
the Harry Potter series locally and overseas.
Her latest article, "Horror in the Sunshine
State, " on HP Lovecraft and RH Barlow, will be
published this year in Literary Floridas:
Imaginings in a Wild Penninsula
JIW0NOHM

"Can't Ores Join the Elves?: Ores as the
Unassimilable 'Others"'
In Empire of Magic: Medieval Romance
and the Politics of Cultural Fantasy (2004),
Geraldine Heng defines medieval romance as "a
genre of the nation" and argues that for postmedieval writers, it "Allow[ s] fantasies of race
and nation to surface with remarkable freedom,
and to flex themselves with astonishing ease and
mobility, [ ... ] becom[ing] a medium that
conduces with exceptional facility to the
creation of races, and the production of a
prioritizing discourse of essential differences
among peoples[ ... ]" (6-7). In other words, the
genre was used to imagine and construct a
cohesive collective identity. Written during a
period of World Wars by a medievalist scholar
as an attempt to create a mythology for England,

J.R.R. Tolkien's works on Middle-earth share
traits similar to those of medieval romance. This
paper explores the question of nation and race in
Tolkien's works by delving into the race of ores.
The ores, not once considered to be possible
allies by the races of the Fellowship of the Ring,
symbolize the unassimilable 'others' in a time of
national identity crisis, while the east is the
unknown which threatens to invade the west.

Jiwon Ohm had an early absorption in the genre
offantasy, having been an avid fan ofRPG
video games. The introduction to JR.R.
Tolkien 's The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings
sparked a new interest away from video games
to the genre of literature and eventually to the
literary genre of modern fantasy and its affects
in contemporary culture(s). Ohm has pursued
her interest henceforth, majoring in English
Language and Literature for undergrad and
Master's studies in South Korea. She is
currently a PhD student at the University at
Buffalo still pursuing the same study.
ALEJANDRA-ISABEL OTERO PIRES

"Satanic Sacrifices and the Bacchanal: A
Reimagining of Good and Evil in Fyoder
Sologub's The Petty Demon"
The Symbolist movement in Russia
during the fin de siecle prompted poets, writers,
and artists to directly influence the experience of
life with poetry, art, and prose as the catalysts
for new, fuller ways to understand and move
through the world. They were greatly influenced
not just by Western European philosophers and
Greco-Roman myths, but also by their own
writers and esoteric religious philosophers. By
the dawn of the twentieth century, the
Symbolists in Russia also had to contend with
growing political unrest, culminating in the
violent revolution of 1905, and eventually
leading to the establishment of a constitutional
monarchy, shocking the Symbolists out of their
artistic reverie.
It was during this tumultuous time that
the writer Fyoder Sologub published his most
famous work, The Petty Demon. Sologub was
influenced by the cynical and pessimistic
elements of European philosophy, as well as the
Realist tradition of Russian literature. He built
upon the tradition of the Russian provincial
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novel, coupling it with a Symbolist worldview
steeped in mythology and religious philosophy,
creating a markedly fantastical work. Sologub
deconstructs and reimagines the good and evil
binary of the Judeo-Christian tradition.
Alejandra is a PhD student in the department of
Slavic Languages and Literatures at the
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign.
1
Her academic interests span 20th and 2r
century Russian literature and film, with an
emphasis on 1920s avant-garde cinema,
underground literature, and Perestroika era
films. Her research centers on the perception
and experience ofreality in the Soviet Union. In
addition to her primary pursuits, she 's also
interested in Russian Silver Age literature and
Soviet science fiction. This is her second time
presenting at Mythcon, and she's very glad to be
back.
ROBERT PRATTE

"Tolkien, Race, and Place in Middle-earth"
Identity in terms of home and clan is
crucial to J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy novels The
Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings. A sense of
home and away, self and other, while universal
and timeless notions, are also informed, if not
embedded within, issues of Tolkien's day. In
particular, there is an intersection of the
colonialist attitudes and anti-semitism pervasive
in Europe with the larger theological
examination of supersessionism and
Christianity's place within the surrounding
world. While some critics have noted the way
that Tolkien's world maps to the Europe of his
day, most have approached these issues using
political or social, rather than theological,
frameworks. This paper examines the way in
which Tolkien's approach to contemporary
issues of race and place fits within the
storyscapes of The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings
and incorporates both politico-historical and
theological aspects. The role of place and ethnic
landscape is crucial to this examination, both in
terms of the context Tolkien was writing in and
what he was writing about. This paper takes a
deeper look at how he engages the ugly issues of
his day and perhaps points to some resolution.
Robert Pratte earned his BA in Sociology and
MA in English from Eastern Illinois University,
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holds Graduate Certificates in Christian Studies
from Urbana Theological Seminary and Jewish
Studies from Gratz College, and is currently
pursuing a Graduate Certificate in Native
American Studies from Montana State
University. Mr. Pratte 's academic interests
include exploring how identity and topophilia
(relationship to place) are represented in
literature and he has presented his research on
these the presence of these issues in the works of
William Blake, Harry Crosby and Kay Boyle,
and JR.R. Tolkien.
VICKIRONN
"Straw into Gold: Mythopoeia, the Fiber
Arts, and the Value of Women's Production"
For literally thousands of years, women
produced cloth, turning various fibers (flax,
wool, cotton, and even nettles) into clothing as
well as an income resource. Whether through
spinning, weaving, sewing or knitting, at the
family level, women were expected to provide
this basic human necessity as well as a vital
economic means for their families. This
presentation will focus specifically on the fiber
arts in fairy tales and mythology. I will assert
that women were valued according to their
proficiency in the various fiber arts and that this
valuation is reflected in the various myths and
fairy tales that contain them. Greek myth
abounds with stories that involve weaving, while
the later fairy tales are concerned more with
spinning. In addition, I will discuss why some of
the tales (particularly those collected by the
Brothers Grimm) may have been subverted by
their young tellers in order to reflect the
resentment of these women at the necessity of
such an appraisal of their worth. Some of the
stories I will use include "The Myth of
Arachne," "The Fates," "The Odyssey," "The
Metamorphoses, "Rumpelstiltskin," "The Three
Spinners," "Sleeping Beauty," and "The Six
Swans."

Dr. Vicki Ronn is an assistant professor of
English at Friends University in Wichita,
Kansas. Her scholarly interests include fantasy,
fairy tales, and mythology, as well as women 's
studies and graphic novels. She received her
PhD from Texas Tech University in
Comparative Literature. Her dissertation

discussed the representation of old women in the
literature of the fantastic.
JOHN ROSEGRANT

"The One Ring as Fetish"
Tolkien contrasted perverse, fetishistic
power symbolized by the One Ring with
emotional openness symbolized by Bombadil.
By forging the One, Sauron created perversely
controlled companions: the Ring that
externalized part of him as pseudo-other, and
Ringwraiths totally under his domination.
Ringbearers found themselves perversely
controlled by the Ring. Bombadil was
unaffected by the Ring and manifests qualities
opposi~e to it: transitional experience facilitating
mutuahty. Tom's domain provides a literal
transitional space between the Shire and the
wider world, and Bombadil engages in music,
dance, and play, transitional creations that are
opposite to perverse power.
In Tolkien's late repudiation of his flatearth cosmology, his thinking became perversely
cramped and he lost freedom to creatively play.
This cosmological change links with Tolkien's
idea that all of Middle-earth was Morgoth's
Ring, a fetish used as an object in the assertion
of individual power rather than loved in its
d~versity. What Tolkien embedded in this way in
his story was his own feeling that the world had
been so objectified that he was no longer able to
fantasize about a flat earth.
John Rosegrant is a clinical psychologist and
psychoanalyst whose private practice with
adults, teens, and children is in New Orleans.
John has published widely in the psychoanalytic
literature on topics including psychoanalytic
technique, short-term psychotherapy, play
therapy, dreams, fairy tales, Tolkien, Harry
Potter, and the World of Warcraft computer
game. John is also the author offour volumes in
The Gates of Inland Young Adult Fantasy series.
LAURA SIMMONS

"Excavating for Iron and Finding Gold:
Wade Center Edition"
I have researched in the Wade Center
archives for over 20 years, for periods from a
couple days to five weeks. I chose to research
Dorothy L. Sayers because her writings make

me laugh-even the fifteenth time I read certain
things, I still laugh as heartily as I did at the first
reading. So at minimum, you can be sure this
session will offer some giggles! And pictures!
I will mention Eleanor Roosevelt's
experience with one of Sayers' essays; a pig
called Francis Bacon and chickens named after
Jane Austen characters; what the archives tell us
about how relationships grow and deepen; how
World War II affected writers in the U.K., and
· ways in which Sayers poked fun at her own
work. Other aspects of archival research I might
discuss include: serendipitous findings in
research files; getting to know the Wade Center
staff (I met Laura Schmidt when she was just a
student worker there!)-and what it was like in
the "old days"; going cross-eyed reading l 940s
British handwriting; encounters with other
scholars at the Wade; and how others have
encountered ME at the Wade Center (nothing is
more surreal than overhearing someone request
to see your dissertation!).
Laura K. Simmons is Professor of Christian
Ministries at Portland Seminary of George Fox
University. An artists and writers ' prayer group
called The Ninos (founded by Diana Glyer)
prayed Laura's dissertation into existence. She
is the author of Creed without Chaos: Exploring
Theology in the Writings of Dorothy L. Sayers,
and has been conducting research at the Wade
Center Archives for over 20 years. Laura is
passionate about inspiring others to read
Sayers ' non-fiction, and would love nothing
more than for you to spend time researching at
the Wade Center yourself.
DONALD T. WILLIAMS

"'Made for Another World': C. S. Lewis's
Argument from Desire Revisited
C.S. Lewis's argument from desire is
best understood as an argument to the best
explanation. It has two weaknesses. First, it is
not clear that everyone in fact has the experience
it references. Second, even if it successfully
points to the existence of some Desired Object
not experienced in the finite temporal world, it
cannot of itself show that this object is a god,
much less the God of the Bible. Nevertheless,
the argument does have value in confirming, for
people who recognize themselves as having had
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the experience of sehnsucht, the more explicit
conclusions reached by other arguments.

Donald T. Williams, PhD, is R. A. Forrest
Scholar and Professor ofEnglish at Toccoa
Falls College in the hills ofNE Georgia. Poet,
pastor, and scholar, he is past president of the
International Society of Christian Apologetics
and a dual citizen ofNarnia and Middle Earth.
His latest book is Deeeper Magic: The Theology
behind the Writings of C. S. Lewis (Baltimore:
Square Halo Books, 2016).
STEVEN WISSLER

"The Golden Years: Why Old-in-Years
Characters Like Bilbo, Gandalf, and
Professor Kirk Fill Stories with an Ageless,
Numinous Vitality"
Appearing in LotR, Chronicles of
Namia, and elsewhere (Hogwarts!), characters
with long beards, hoary heads, and other signs of
old age have contributed to smashingly
successful stories. Is this accidental-some sort
of quaint Walt-Disney touch that adds drollery
to the story? Or is something deeper going on?
This paper considers chronologically old
characters created by Inklings authors J .R.R.
Tolkien and C.S. Lewis, plus four other authors
considered to be fellow travelers. We'll examine
how these authors depict elderly characters-

ranging from Gandalf and Elwin Ransom to
Walker Percy's Father Rinaldo Smith and
Evelyn Waugh's Nanny Hawkins. These
characters are more than allegorical figures or
oracular bit players, but rather pivotal
personages who impart a numinous quality to
the stories they inhabit. Echoing Melchizedek,
Methuselah, Anna and Simeon, they inject a
vertical dimension of the supernatural that
collides with the horizontal plot line of the
mundane. We'll explore what happens when
these wise elders confront puerile evil doers,
producing in young and old readers alike a
haunting, 'neck-prickling' experience of the
numinous.

Having reached the age of 64 about a year later
than expected, Steven Wissler has enjoyed, with
his wife Veida, past memberships in the CS.
Lewis Society ofSouthern California and the

Mythopoeic Society's Mydgard discussion group
in Pasadena, CA. They are founding members of
the CS. Lewis Book Club of the Lancaster
(Pennsylvania) Inklings. Mr. Wissler previously
presented "Healthy Creation and Fecund
Procreation in Middle-Earth: The Relationship
Between the Birds and the Bees and the Eldest of
Trees " at Mythcon 44 in 2013.

Academic/Research Panels
Because of this year's theme, we include several panels that aren't about academic topics per se, but
about support for academic pursuits through library collections, research methods, and scholarly
publishing.
THE GOLDEN FOUNDATIONS OF ARDA:
PRICELESS TALES FROM THE SILMARILLION

Panel Chair: Elise McKenna
Panelists: Megan Abrahamson, David
Bratman, Carl Hostetter, John Rosegrant
The first edition of J.R.R. Tolkien's The
Silmarillion was released 15 September 1977.
Now celebrating a 40th anniversary, its stories
have delighted and frustrated its readership.
Come and listen to those who have travailed
through four decades and mined the gems of the
stories, the language, and the landscapes. The
basis for discussion will be all parts:
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Ainulindale, Valaquenta, Quenta Silmarillion,
and Akallabeth.
Our panel will briefly look at many
elements, including similarities and repetition,
the peril of things fair and/or dark, music and
color, language, and historical bias. In attempts
to share the wonderful world and stories that
Tolkien created, we hope to reveal an even
deeper appreciation for the land of Arda and its
peoples.
MEET THE AUTHORS

Panel chair: Janice Bogstad

Panelists: Phillip Fitzsimmons, Richard West
Janice Bogstad will be introducing her
in-press, edited essay collection from McFarla nd
with the working title of The Hobbit: Fiction
and Film, Essays. It addresses comparisons
between Tolkien 's The Hobbit and the film
trilogy, directed by Peter Jackson, et. al. The
collection includes eleven essays by established
Tolkien scholars such as Janet Brennan Croft,
Brian Walter, and Richard West, as well as
newer scholars such as Caitlin Mead and Philip
Fitzsimmons and fandom scholars such as
Mikhail Skoptsov and Lars Schmein k. This
s ession will briefly introduce the essays and
answer questions about them. A list of the
current TOC will be available at the conference.
MYTHLORE AND THE

SWOSU DIGITAL
COMMONS
Panelists: Janet Brennan Croft, Phillip
Fitzsimmons
Earlier this year the SWOSU Digital
Commons, of Southwestern Oklahom a State
University, Weatherford, Oklahoma,
httP://dc .swosu.edu/, reached an agreeme nt with
the Council of Stewards and became the official
digital repository of the Mythopo eic Society.
This presenta tion will introduc e you to the
Mythlore page of the repository, where digital
versions of issues will be free to the public, with
a one-year moving wall. We will demonstrate
how to find articles or whole issues of the
journal, for you to read or download, as well as
how an article is submitted on the platform, and
how author's accounts can be used for
submitting articles, corresponding with the
editor, and (an exciting new feature) receiving
usage reports that show the downloa d frequency

of published articles. This is a joint presentation
by Janet Brennan Croft, Mythlore editor, and
Phillip Fitzsimmons, SWOSU Digital Common s
administrator. Come learn what the official
digital repository means to the future of
publications of the Mythopo eic Society!

''ORWELL IN THE CYBER AGE: THE
CONTINUING RELEVANCE OF 1984"
Panel chair: Ryder Miller
Panelists:, Janice Bogstad, David Bratman,
Don Williams, Lynn Maudlin

Join us for an informal discussion about
George Orwell, Winston Churchill, and the
historical and cultural contexts in which the
Inklings were first received. We will discuss
connections between the surveillance of Big
Brother, The Lidless Eye, Internet hackers, and
the cell phone photographers. Newspeak,
surveillance, and militarization are still with us
in different forms, and 1984 's in-novel
author Goldstein is also now also in a
new century. Other topics may include Orwell's
review of Lewis's That Hideous Strength, and a
new joint biography: Churchill and Orwell: The
Fight for Freedom by Thomas E. Ricks.

"THE SINGLE LEAF PROJECT: AN HONORS
TOLKIEN FIELD EXPERIENCE IN
BIRMINGHAM"
Panel Chair: Megan Abrahamson
Panelists: Dakota Begay, Sarah Collins,
Leslie Donovan, Pablo Guss, Elijah Hook,
Jessica Johnson, Sam Shoemaker-Trejo
Led by Professor Leslie Donovan and
Megan Abrahamson, a group of six advanced
Honors students took part in an international
program called Tolkien Field Experience,
visiting Birmingham, UK, from 17-30 May 2017
to explore J.R.R. Tolkien' s early influences.
During this study abroad program, they traveled
around the Birming ham area, exploring sites and
ideas related to Tolkien's life as well as his
Middle-e arth works.
While in the UK, one of the large-scale
projects the students worked on involved putting
together an online website tailored for a general
audience that provides basic historical
information about Tolkien sites in Birming ham
(and Oxford) as well as photographs and videos
of those locations. As part of this project,
students produce d materials that explored some
facets of what Tolkien' s works mean to people,
students , and experts today, and how fans',
scholars ', and students ' views about Tolkien and
his work have changed over the course of the
last 60+ years.
For this panel, students will present their
work, both collectively and individually, and
discuss their study abroad experience, before
concluding with a question-and-answer session
for audience member s to ask specifics about the
project, the locations , or their research.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA CIDLDREN'S
LITERATURE RESEARCH COLLECTIONS

Presenter: David Lenander
An introduction to the Children's
Literature Research Collections of the
University of Minnesota Libraries, offered with
some personal anecdotes and reflections on
using the collection resources for several
displays and for research. The CLRC Kerlan
Collection of original manuscript materials
includes materials from many children's fantasy
writers, such as Franny Billingsley, Eleanor
Cameron, Kate Di Camillo, Madeleine L 'Engle,
and Jane Yolen.
"WE'LL IDT SERIOUS RESEARCH MODE!":
LIBRARIES AND RESEARCH METHODS IN
FANTASY

Panel chair: David Oberhelman
Panelists: Janet Brennan Croft, Leslie
Donovan, David Emerson, Bill Fliss, Laura
Schmidt
This roundtable discussion panel will
focus on the representations of libraries,
archives, and other repositories in fantasy
literature, television, film, graphic novels, and
other formats and genres, as well as how
characters in those works model the research

process and information-seeking behavior. It
will explore how knowing, and ultimately
fighting, evil or the supernatural depends upon
access to information, often lost or obscure texts,
lore, tradition, and other hidden ·ot buried
sources, as well as more contemporary internet
and other futuristic technological information
sources that must be searched, decoded, and
integrated into existing, pre-technological
knowledge. On the literary side, the panel will
discuss works by authors such as H.G. Wells,

J.R.R. Tolkien, Terry Pratchett, George R.R.
Martin (A Song ofIce and Fire as well as the
series Game of Thrones), J.K. Rowling, Neil
Gaiman, and others. Mythopoeic films,
television, and web series such as Buffe the
Vampire Slayer/Joss Whedon's work,
Supernatural, Doctor Who, and others will also
form part of the discussion. The panel will
demonstrate how the more established as well as
the "independent" scholars of mythopoeic
literature must seek out arcane information and
develop their own strategies to bring that ancient
knowledge to bear upon their own times and
struggles.

Non-Academic Events
1967 TOLKIEN TIMELINE
Presented by: Hildifons Took
Take a stroll down a 1967 Tolkien
timeline, which includes the formation of The
Mythopoeic Society. See artifacts like
psychedelic Tolkien posters (ooh!), a picture of
Micky Dolenz of The Monkees wearing a "Frodo
Lives" button (ahh!) and assorted Tolkien
fandom paraphernalia from the time ( even a
"men's" magazine with a very well
research article on Tolkien as well as the
obligatory nekkid wimmen).
"THE LAST KING OF THE GOLDEN AGE"

Written by David Emerson
Performers: David Emerson, Marion Van
Loo, TBA
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A radio play, performed live, about an
ordinary modem-day guy who discovers he's the
heir to the throne of Gondor.
LORDOFTHE RIN~TRIVIA GAME
Think you know The Lord of the Rings

by heart? ALL of it? Show off your chops in this
trivia game led by Bill Fliss and based on a
recent Marquette Special Collections project
using the original manuscripts.
MEET THE ARTIST:

Presenters: Will Coats, Blair Coats
Will Coats is an artist and long-term
resident of Middle-earth. He has enjoyed a
career creating images in the prosaic world of
corporate clients but wants to move into story
illustration and has recently returned to his roots
in the Misty Mountains to ply his trade, creating

MYTHOPOIEC SOCIETY HISTORY SLIDESHOW

drawings and paintings. He will share these first
fruits by describing processes and motivations
with passion and pictures. Will's daughter Blair,
a Theatre and English Literature Double Major
at Calvin College in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
will read accompanying passages from The Lord
of the Rings.

Presenter: Bg Callahan
As part of the Stewards' Reception
Friday evening, longtime Society member Bg
Callahan will present slides from her ongoing
project on the history of the Mythopoeic Society
th
to help us celebrate our 50 Anniversary. Learn
about MythSoc, contribute to her
documentation, and spot yourself in the crowd!

MERE CHRISTIAN WORSHIP SERVICE

Led by Donald T. Williams and John Wm.
Houghton
A non-denominational service in the spirit of
Lewis's Mere Christianity, open to all.

SALE OF COLLEGE LANDS

Presenter: Mark Studdock
TOLKIEN FANDOM ORAL HISTORY PROJECT

Interviewer: William Fliss
When did you become a Tolkien fan?
Why do you like Tolkien, and what has he
meant to you? Record your personal story of
Tolkien fandom for the Marquette Archives!
Details are available at the Registration Desk or
Society Table-sign up for an interview slot and
become a part offandom history.

MYTHOPOEIC SOCIETY A WARDS OPEN

DISCUSSION

Leaders: Vicki Ronn and David Oberhelman
Join us to discuss this year's nominees
and to think together about the future of the
awards under incoming Steward Vicki Ronn
(and thank David Oberhelman for his long-term
leadership of this area).

Martha & Clyde Kilby

at Mythcon 14

Two unknown men flank •
Dinah LeHoven's harp,
Pat Martin,
Paul F. Ford, and
Stephen R. Donaldson,
at Mythcon 14

(r
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2017 Mythopoeic Awards
The Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Literature is given to the fantasy novel, multi-volume
novel, or single-author story collection for adults published during the previous year that best exemplifies
"the spirit of the Inklings." Books not selected .as finalists in the year after publication are eligible for a
second year. Books from a series are eligible if they stand on their own; otherwise, the series becomes
eligible the year its final volume appears.
The Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Children's Literature honors books for beginning readers to age
thirteen, in the tradition of The Hobbit or The Chronicles ofNarnia. Rules for eligibility are otherwise the
same as for the Adult literature award. The question of which award a borderline book is best suited for
will be decided by consensus of the committees. Books for mature "Young Adults" may be moved to the
Adult literature category.
The Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Inklings Studies is given to books on J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S .
Lewis, and/or Charles Williams that make significant contributions to Inklings scholarship. For this
award, books first published during the previous three years are eligible, including finalists for previous
years.
The Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Myth and Fantasy Studies is given to scholarly books on other
specific authors in the Inklings tradition, or to more general works on the genres of myth and fantasy. The
period of eligibility is three years, as for the Inklings Studies award.

The 2017 Nominees
Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Literature
• Andrea Hairston, Will Do Magic For Small Change (Aqueduct Press, 2016)
• Mary Robinette Kowal, Ghost Talkers (Tor, 2016)
• Patricia A. McKillip, Kingfisher (Ace, 2016)
• Maggie Stiefvater, The Raven Cycle: The Raven Boys (Scholastic, 2012); The Dream Thieves
(Scholastic, 2013); Blue Lily, Lily Blue (Scholastic, 2014); and The Raven King (Scholastic,
2016)
• Jo Walton, Thessaly Trilogy: The Just City (Tor, 2015); The Philosopher Kings (Tor, 2015);
Necessity (Tor, 2016)

Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Children's Literature
• Adam Gidwitz, The Inquisitor's Tale: Or, The Three Magical Children and their Holy Dog
(Dutton, 2016)
• S.E. Grove, The Mapmakers Trilogy: The Class Sentence (Viking 2014); The Golden Specific
(Viking, 2015); The Crimson Skew (Viking, 2015)
• Bridget Hodder, The Rat Prince (Farrar, Straus, & Giroux, 2016)
• Grace Lin, When the Sea Turned to Silver (Little, Brown, 2016)
• Delia Sherman, The Evil Wizard Smallbone (Candlewick, 2016)

Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Inklings Studies
•
•
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Lisa Coutras, Tolkien 's Theology ofBeauty: Majesty, Splendor, and Transcendence in Middle
Earth (Palgrave-Macmillan, 2016)
S0rina Higgins, ed. The Chapel of the Thorn by Charles Williams (Apocryphile Press, 2015)

•
•
•

Leslie Donovan, ed. Approaches to Teaching Tolkien 's The Lord of the Rings and Other Works
(Modem Language Association, 2015)
Christopher Tolkien, ed. Beowulf A Translation and Commentary, together with Sellic Spell by
J.R.R. Tolkien (Houghton Mifflin, 2014)
Philip Zaleski and Carol Zaleski, The Fellowship: The Literary Lives ofJR.R. Tolkien, C.S.
Lewis, Owen Barfield, Charles Williams (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2015)

Mythopoeic Scholarship Award in Myth and Fantasy Studies
•
•
•
•
•

Aisling Byrne, Otherworlds: Fantasy andHistory in Medieval Literature (Oxford University
Press, 2015)
Richard Firth Green, Elf Queens and Holy Friars: Fairy Beliefs and the Medieval Church
(University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016)
Michael Levy and Farah Mendlesohn, Children 's Fantasy Literature: An Introduction
(Cambridge University Press, 2016)
Gabrielle Lissauer, The Tropes ofFantasy Fiction (McFarland, 2015)
Jack Zipes, Grimm Legacies: The Magic Spell of the Grimms' Folk and Fairy Tales (Princeton
University Press, 2014)

James A. Owen's condiment dragon,
drawn of ketchup & mustard
at Mythcon 39

Patrick Wynne's triptych of J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles Williams
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The Fiftieth Anniversary of the Mythopoeic Society
The Mythopoeic Society is administered by an Executive Board often to thirteen unpaid volunteers
known as the Council of Stewards, which includes the editors of Society publications as well as the usual
(and unusual) departmental and executive officers.

A Brief History of the Mythopoeic Society
The Mythopoeic Society was born
during the first major flurry of interest in J.R.R.
Tolkien: the midl 960s boom encouraged by the
publication of U.S. paperback editions of The
Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings. Many
Tolkien societies were founded at that time but
most of them died off during the next few years;
one reason The Mythopoeic Society not only
survived, but flourished, was its interest in
scholarship.
The Society grew out of a Bilbo's and
Frodo's birthday picnic held in Los Angeles in
September 1967, called by a college student
named Glen GoodKnight. Glen wanted to start a
group to hold serious discussions of the works
not just of Tolkien, but of his Inklings
colleagues C.S. Lewis and Charles Williams. He
wanted a group with a balanced interest in all
three writers, and in the traditions their work
belonged to, without either narrowing to a
sectarian religious interest or broadening into a
general fantasy literature club.
In 1971 the Mythopoeic Society
incorporated in California as a non-profit
organization and composed its first Bylaws.
When, in 1972, Ed Meskys was unable to
continue running The Tolkien Society of
America (originally the New York Tolkien
Society founded by Richard Plotz in 1965), its
assets and memberships were absorbed by The
Mythopoeic Society. Subscriptions to its journal
(Tolkien Journal) were subsumed into the
Society's journal, Mythlore.
The first monthly discussion meeting
was held at the home of Lewis scholar Kathryn
Lindskoog in Orange, California, in January,
1968. The topic was Lewis's The Screwtape
Letters. Soon there were four groups around the
Los Angeles area, each discussing the same
work on different weekends, and within a few
years many groups all across the U.S. and in
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Canada. The groups began to pick separate
topics, as the older groups wanted to explore
more of the variety of mythopoeic literature,
while the newer ones grounded themselves in
the Inklings. They began publishing reports of
their meetings in Society publications. Over the
years, fewer Society members have lived where
groups were meeting, and the importance of the
groups to the Society has receded, but twentyone chartered discussion groups in thirteen states
are still meeting regularly today, with others in
the process of forming. The Society also
sponsors two online discussion groups through
Yahoo Groups and LiveJournal and has an
active presence on Facebook and Twitter.
To give its far-flung membership a
chance to meet, and to present papers orally with
audience response, The Mythopoeic Society has
been holding conferences since its early days.
These began with .a one-day Narnia Conference
in 1969, and the first annual Mythopoeic
Conference was held at the Claremont Colleges
(near Los Angeles) in September, 1970. This
conference, "Mythcon" for short, has continued
each year since. Through 1975 it was always in
the Los Angeles area, then branched out
elsewhere in California and Nevada. The first
Midwestern Mythcon was held in 1985 at
Wheaton College, Illinois, because of the
presence of the Marion E. Wade Center there.
Since then it has been in various places in the
continental United States, once in Hawaii, and
once in Canada. In 1998, Mythcon returned to
Wheaton for a special C.S. Lewis Centenary
Conference, and twice, in 1992 and 2005, has
crossed the ocean to Great Britain for the large
anniversary Tolkien conferences in Oxford and
Birmingham (organized by the Tolkien Society)
which The Mythopoeic Society co-sponsored.
From its earliest days, Mythcon has had a
Scholar Guest of Honor (whose interests are
reflected in the conference theme) and,

somewhat later, an Author (or artist) Guest of
Honor. Their keynote addresses have been
highlights of the conference, and on several
occasions have become chapters in the scholars'
subsequent books. Mythcon also hosts numerous
papers and presentations on all aspects of
mythopoeic scholarship. Following the 1969
Narnia conference and the first three Mythcons,
the Society published small informal volumes of
conference proceedings but, in subsequent years,
papers were submitted to Mythlore if the scholar
so chose.
The annual Mythopoeic Awards were
first presented at Mythcon II in 1971. They came
in two categories: one for fantasy fiction and one
for scholarship. In 1992 the categories were
increased to four: fiction was split into adult and
juvenile categories, and the original scholarship
category in Inklings studies was joined by one
for general myth and fantasy studies, reflecting
the broadening basis of Society scholarship.
Fiction awards go to a work published during
the previous year that best exemplifies "the spirit

of the Inklings." The scholarship awards go to
books published in the previous three years.
Each year the Awards are chosen by volunteer
juries of Society members, then announced and
presented in a · ceremony at the Mythcon
banquet. The actual award is a reproduction of
one of the lion statues that rest outside the
entrance of the New York Public Library.
Inevitably, it became known as the "Asian."
So from its small beginnings, The
Mythopoeic Society has blossomed into
expressing and supporting mythopoeic interests
and scholarship in many ways-discussions,
conferences, magazine and book publications,
and awards. Our members include tenured
professors, independent scholars, devoted
readers with no academic background at all,
writers and artists. All are united in finding
mythopoeic literature richly enjoyable, worth
studying in detail, worthy of expressing one's
thoughts in print, and worth discussing with
each other.

To read more about the history of the Mythopoeic Society and its publications, etc., please visit
http://mythsoc.org/about.htm

Observations on the Passing of the Founder
One of the things I've often brooded
upon is the way that the pivotal events of one's
life don't seem pivotal at the time. Only in
retrospect does one realize--with a frisson of
fear, sometimes--how different one's life would
have been if that seemingly minor event hadn't
happened. I doubt Glen realized at the time he
was creating an organization that would
profoundly affect not just his own life, but lives
of thousands of others throughout the world. My
coming to California was one of those pivotal
events for me--I came with the intention of
staying a few months; maybe a couple of years if
I got a job. That was in 1971. I did get a job, and
less than a block from the library's door was a
comic book store. On lunch hours I'd sometimes
go there to get comics that my brother wanted-he was a rabid collector who couldn't find
everything he wanted back East. On the way out
one day I noticed a flyer for a Star Trek
convention in Los Angeles called Equicon--that

upcoming weekend. In a highly uncharacteristic
example of spontaneity, my partner and I
hopped a plane and went. In the dealer's room
was a table that lured me by a slide show of Tim
Kirk's Lord of the Rings paintings (his project
for his MFA degree). Some outfit called The
Mythopoeic Society. Sounded interesting. Had a
local group called Khazad-durn not too far from
us. Started going to meetings. Attended
Mythcon IV in Santa Barbara. These were My
People. Hooked for life.
I am forever grateful to Glen for
visualizing the Mythopoeic Society as an
organization that welcomed scholarship but
didn't see serious scholarship as incompatible
with dressing up as an elf/hobbit/ore and
carrying a banner (or moving a boat, or quaffing
a proper 1420). Nor did he assume that the
"appropriate" credentials were required for a
person to produce valuable research on the work
of the Inklings, or any of the related topics that
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have graced the pages of Mythlore and/or the
podia of Mythcon. One of the most valuable
characteristics of the Mythopoeic Society is the
welcoming home it provides for independent
scholars and students. As a toiler for many years
in the Groves of Academe, I'm aware that it can
be as dangerous as living in Fangorn. Those who
transgress the borders of disciplines often do so
at their peril. The Canon can be used to blast a
promising career to smithereens. As a Librarian
it was less dangerous to me that others--we are
the Rangers in that forest--but it gave me the
perspective to realize how unique and valuable a
refuge the Mythopoeic Society offers.
Another aspect of Glen's vision
particularly dear to my heart was the
combination of of literature with the visual and
performing arts. One might even see the Society
as his piece of interstitial art. Few have the talent
and drive to make a career of the arts, but many
have enoughlove for and talent in an art form
that to have no place for it in one's life is a
constant ache. To have a place to share one's art
with others, to know that someone besides you
finds it valuable--that is a great gift that Glen
gave to many.

vastly different religious and/or political beliefs
could come together amicably to discuss
mythopoeic literature and art; a place where one
could :find friends treasured for decades but seen
only once a month or once a year; a place where
one's creative talents could be nurtured, could
blossom and grow; a place in which one could
be both scholarly and silly; a place whose
existence can enrich one's life from youth to age
and maybe beyond.
So thanks, Glen. I owe you more than I
can ever say. You brought me good friends, you
gave me a creative outlet, you helped me get
tenure, you revived my artistic soul. You gave
me friends and memories that I'll always
treasure. Those Mythcons ofmy youth ... the
sound of harps and pennywhistles, the
declaiming of the bards, the glow of velvet
gowns and warmth of talk and laughter ... you
brought me the closest I've ever been to the Hall
of Fire in the House ofElrond.
Farewell, Good Knight. May you see
your swift sunrise.
-Edith Crowe, from The Horn ofRohan, 2010

Glen did not just create an organization,
he created a place: a place where people of

A History of Mythopoeic Conferences
From the very beginning, scholarship was an essential part of the Mythopoeic Society's focus and
arguably the reason for organizing a conference in the first place. With very few exceptions we have
enjoyed the presence of a scholar Guest of Honor at nearly every Mythcon and this year we boast two
scholar Guests of Honor, archivists coming from the two premier collections of Inklings materials in the
United States. The following list provides dates, location, theme when specified, and Guests of Honor.
There is more information about most of these conferences on our website, sometimes including links to
con reports and blogs. Please visit http://www.mythsoc.org/mythcon/mythcon-history.htm
Mythcon 1
September 4-7, 1970 - Claremont, California
GOH: Clyde S. Kilby, Inklings scholar & curator

(held in conjunction with Westercon XXV,
GOHs were Lloyd Biggle Jr., Pro, and
Len Moffatt, Fan)

Mythcon 2
September 3-6, 1971 - Santa Barbara, California
GOH: Mary McDermott Shideler, Williams
scholar

Mythcon 4
August 17-20, 1973 - Santa Barbara, California
GOHs: Peter S. Beagle, fantasy author, and
Richard Plotz, founder of the Tolkien Society of
America

Mythcon 3
June 30-July 4, 1972 - Long Beach, California
GOH: Poul Anderson, fantasy author
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Mythcon 5
August 23-26, 1974 - Claremont, California

The MabinogiCon: Celtic and Welsh Influence in
Mythopoeic Literature
GOHs : Evangeline Walton, fantasy author, and
Kathryn Lindskoog, Lewis scholar

Mythcon 6
August 15-18, 1975 - Claremont, California
The Fictional Worlds of C.S. Lewis
GOHs: Walter Hooper, Lewis scholar&'
executor, and
Ed Meskys, former Thain of the Tolkien Society
of America
Mythcon 7
August B-16, 1976 - Sacramento, California

Arthurian Elements in Williams, Lewis, and
Tolkien
GOH: Thomas Howard, Inklings scholar

Mythcon 8
August 26-29, 1977 - La Jolla, California
The "Lesser" Works of J.R.R. Tolkien
GOH: Richard L. Purtill, Inklings scholar and
.
fantasy author
Mythcon 9
August 11-13, 1978 - West Sacramento
'
California
DeryniCon
GOH: Katherine Kurtz, fantasy author
Mythcon 10
July 12-15, 1979 - San Jose, California
The Silmarillicon
~OHs: Annette Harper, fantasy artist, and
Jim Allan, Tolkien linguist
Mythcon 11
July 25-28, 1980 - Reno, Nevada
Joy in the Great Dance
GOH: G1en GoodKnight, founder of the

Mythopoeic Society
Mythcon 12
August 7-10, 1981 - Oakland, California
A Festival in Faerie
GOHs: Elizabeth M. Pope, author and scholar
Joe R. Christopher, Lewis scholar and Inklings
bibliographer
Mythcon 13
August 13-16, 1982 - Orange, California
"Celtic Con": The Celtic Influence on Fantasy
Literature
Special Guests:

Nancy-Lou Patterson, keynote speaker
Marion Zimmer Bradley, fantasy author
Tim Kirk, artist
Katherine Kurtz, fantasy author
Kathryn Lindskoog, Lewis scholar
Ataniel Noel, Tolkien scholar
Paul Edwin Zimmer, fantasy author
Bernie Zuber, founder Tolkien Fellowship

Mythcon 14
August 12-15, 1983 - Claremont, California
Mythic Structures in Tolkien, Lewis, and
Williams
GOHs: C.S. Kilby, Inklings scholar & curator
Stephen R. Donaldson, fantasy author ·
Mythcon 15
August 10-13, 1984 - Oakland, California
The Wood Between the Worlds
GOHs: Jane Y olen, fantasy author, and
Paul F. Ford, Lewis scholar
Mythcon 16
July 26-29, 1985 - Wheaton, Illinois
A Kinship of Dancers: Interplay in the Lives and
Works of Lewis, Tolkien, and Williams
GOHs: Patricia A. McKillip, fantasy author, and
Peter Schakel, Lewis scholar
Mythcon 17
August 8-11 , 1986 - Long Beach, California
The Daughters of Beatrice: Women in Fantasy
GOHs: Charles de Lint, fantasy author, and
Judith Kollmann, Williams scholar
Mythcon 18
July 24-27, 1987 - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Looking Back From Weathertop : AFifty Years'
Retrospective on The Hobbit
GOHs: Christopher Tolkien, Tolkien scholar and
executor, and
John Bellairs, fantasy author
Mythcon 19
July 29-August 1, 1988 - Berkeley, California
Legends for a New Land: Fantasy in America
GOHs: Ursula K. Le Guin, fantasy author, and
Brian Attebery, fantasy scholar
Mythcon 20
July 28-31 , 1989 - Vancouver, British Columbia
Mythic Elements in Fantasy
GOHs : Guy Gavriel Kay, fantasy author, and
Raymond H. Thompson, Arthurian scholar
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Mythcon 21
August 3-6, 1990 - Long Beach, California
Aspects of Love in Fantasy
GOHs: Diana L. Paxson, fantasy author and
musician, and
Patrick Wynne, fantasy artist and Tolkien linguist
Mythcon 22
July 26-29, 1991 - San Diego, California
The Hero Cycle: Archetypes in Fantasy
Literature
GOHs: C.J. Cherryh, fantasy author, and
Stephen W. Potts, myth and fantasy scholar
Mythcon 23
August 17-24, 1992 - Oxford, England
The J.R.R. Tolkien Centenary Conference
Organized by the Tolkien Society and the
Mythopoeic Society
Mythcon 24
July 30-August 2, 1993 - Minneapolis, Minnesota
Down the Hobbit-hole & Through the Wardrobe:
Fantasy in Children's Literature
GOHs: Carol Kendall, fantasy author, and
Jane Y olen, fantasy author and scholar

Mythcon 29
July 15-20, 1998 - Wheaton, Illinois
C.S. Lewis: A Centenary Celebration
GOHs: Paul F, Ford; Lewis scholar, and
Verlyn Flieger, Inklings scholar
Mythcon 30
July 30-August 2, 1999 - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Bree & Beyond: Exploring the Fantasy Worlds of
J.R.R. Tolkien and His Fellow Travelers
GOHs: Sylvia Hunnewell, fantasy artist,
S. Gary Hunnewell, Tolkien scholar, and
Douglas A. Anderson, Tolkien and fantasy
scholar
Mythcon 31
August 18-21, 2000 - Volcano, Island ofHawai'i,
Hawai'i
Myth and Legend of the Pacific
GOHs: Steven Goldsberry, professor and author
Mythcon 32
August 3-6, 2001 - Berkeley, California
Many Dimensions: Modern Supernatural Fiction
GOHs: David Llewellyn Dodds, scholar, and
Peter S. Beagle, author

Mythcon 25
August 5-8, 1994 - Washington, D.C.
The Language of Myth
GOHs: Madeleine L'Engle, author,
Verlyn Flieger, Tolkien scholar, and
Judith Mitchell, fantasy artist

Mythcon 33
July 26-29, 2002 - Boulder, Colorado
A Midsummer Night's Dream: Shakespeare and
Fantasy
GOHs: Connie Willis, author, and
Alexei Kondratiev, celtic scholar and linguist

Mythcon 26
August 4-7, 1995 - Berkeley, California
Fairies in the Garden, Monsters at the Mall:
Fantasy in the World Around Us
GOHs: Tim Powers, author, and
Michael R. Collings, scholar

Mythcon 34
July 25-28, 2003 - Nashville, Tennessee
From Athena to Galadriel: The Image of the
Wise Woman in Mythopoeic Fiction
GOHs: Sherwood Smith, author, and
Dabney A. Hart, scholar

Mythcon 27
July 26-29, 1996 - Boulder, Colorado
The Inklings and Nature: Magic in the
Mountains, Wonder in the Woods
GOHs: Doris T. Myers, scholar, and
Ted Nasmith, Tolkien illustrator

Mythcon 35
July 30-August 2, 2004 - Ann Arbor, Michigan
Bridges to Other Worlds: Thirty-five Years of
Mythopoeic Scholarship
GOHs: Neil Gaiman, author, and
Charles Huttar, scholar

Mythcon 28
August 8-11, 1997 - Malibu, California
J.R.R. Tolkien: The Achievement of His Literary
Life
GOHs: Orson Scott Card, author, and
Wayne G. Hammond & Christina Scull, scholars

Mythcon 36
August 11-15, 2005 - Birmingham, England
50 Years of The Lord of the Rings
In conjunction with the Tolkien Society
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Mythcon 37
August 4-7, 2006 - Norman, Oklahoma
The Map & The Territory: Maps and Landscapes
in Fantasy
GOHs: Lois McMaster Bujold, author, and
Amy H. Sturgis, scholar
Mythcon 38
August 3-6, 2007 - Berkeley, California
Becoming Adept: The Journey to Mastery
GOHs: Ellen Kushner and Delia Sherman,
authors
Mythcon 39
August 15-18, 2008 - New Britain, Connecticut
The Valkyrie and the Goddess: The Warrior
Woman in Fantasy
GOHs: Marjorie Burns, scholar, and
Sharan Newman, author
Mythcon 40
July 17-20, 2009 - Los Angeles, California
Sailing the Seas of Imagination
GOHs: James A. Owen, author and artist, and
Diana Pavlac Glyer, scholar
Mythcon 41
July 9-12, 2010 - Dallas, Texas
War in Heaven
GOHs: Tim Powers, author, and
Janet Brennan Croft, scholar

GOHs: Douglas A. Anderson, scholar, and
Franny Billingsley, author
Mythcon 45
August 8-11, 2014 - Norton, Massachusetts
Where Fantasy Fits
GOHs: Ursula Vernon, author and artist, and
Richard C. West, scholar
Mythcon 46
July 31 - August 3, 2015 - Colorado Springs,
Colorado
The Arthurian Mythos
GOHs: Jo Walton, author,
John D. Rateliff, scholar
Mythcon 47
August 5-8, 2016 - San Antonio, Texas
Faces of Mythology: Ancient, Medieval, and
Modem
GOHs: Midori Snyder, author,
Andrew Lazo, Lewis scholar
Mythcon 48
July 28-31, 2017 - Champaign-Urbana, Illinois
All That Is Gold: The Fiftieth Anniversary of the
Mythopoeic Society
GOHs: William Fliss, scholar and archivist, and
Laura Schmidt, scholar and archivist

Mythcon 42
July 15-18, 2011 -Albuquerque, New Mexico
Monsters, Marvels, and Minstrels: The Rise of
Modem Medievalism
GOHs: Catherynne M. Valente, author, and
Michael D.C. Drout, scholar
Mythcon 43
August 3-6, 2012 - Berkeley, CA
Across the Continents: Myths and legends from
Europe and Asia meet and mingle
GOHs: Prof. G. Ronald Murphy, scholar, and
Malinda Lo, author
Mythcon 44
July 12-15, 2013 - East Lansing, Michigan
Green and Growing: The Land and Its
Inhabitants in Fantasy

Patrick Wynne's logo for Mythcon 25
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Members of Mythcon 48
Abrahamson, Megan B.
Akers,Tim
Alexander, Edward H.
Allen, Moses
Baker, Diane Joy
Bigger, Marcia E.
Bogstad, _Janice
Boyd, Craig
Boyd-Wilhite, Joanna
Bratman, Berni
Bratman, David
Breith, Matthew
Britton, Allie
Bunting, Nancy
Callahan, B g
Carmody, Daniel
Chaille, Brian
Chaille, Christian
Chaille, Elaine
Christopher, Joe
Christopher, Lynn
Coffman, Frank
Collins, Sarah
Coopersmith, Anne V.
Osborn
Croft, Janet Brennan
Crowe, Edith
Darga, Lynne
Dean, Margaret R.
DeTardo, Merlin
DiSante, Paula J.
Donovan, Leslie A.
Emerson, David
Erickson, Hanna
Farrell, Eleanor M.
Fitzsimmons, Phillip J.
Fliss, William
Foster, Michael Alan

Foster, JoAnne M.
Foster, Martha
Fox-Lenz, Alicia
Gaddis, Stephen P .
Gilson, Christopher
Green, Melody
Guss, Pablo
Hemich, Christopher
Hoagland, Cary C.
Holmes, Gerry
Holt, Laura
Hook, Elijah
Hostetter, Carl
Houghton, John Wm.
Hunnewell, Sumner G.
Hunnewell, Sylvia
Hyde, Sylvia
James, Linda
Jarvis-Freeman, Billie
Johnson, Jessica
Kapsalis, Mary Jo
King, Carol
Kotz, Elizabeth
Kraft, Connie
Lechner, Jen
Lenander, David
Leonard, Bruce
Linn, William
Mack, Michele
MacNeil, Stephanie
Maudlin, Lynn
May, Megan Doreen
McKenna, Lithlasiel Elise
McKenzie, Melodie
McKenzie, Robert
Mendoza, Jeff
Miller, Ryder
Miller, Tracy

Morow, Jewell
Nyman, _A my
Oas, Barbara
Oas, Peter
Oberhelman, David
Ohm, Jiwon
Pelsor, Jeanell
Pires, Alejandra
Powell, Karla
Pratte, Robert
Rauscher, Bonnie
Rauscher, Emily
Rauscher, Eric R.
Ronn, Vicki
Rosegrant, John
Schmidt, Laura
Simmons, Laura
Smith, Arden R.
Speth, Lee
Thomas, Hannah
Tivoli, Alexander
Treacy, Kevin
Tredray, Robert Field
VanLoo, Aidan W.
VanLoo, Marion P
Wagner, Jr., Wendell
Waites, Elizabeth
West, Richard C.
Williams, Donald T.
Wisniewski, Amy
Wissler, Samuel
Wissler, Steven
Wissler, Thomas
Wissler, Veida
Worley, Sara
Yuschik, Alex

Members of the Myth con 48 Committee
Chair: Melody Green
Papers Coordinator: Janet Brennan Croft Registration: Marion Van Loo
Art Show Coordinator: Will Coats
Treasurer: Lisa Deutsch Harrigan
Steward Liaison & Program Book: Lynn Maudlin
Floating Committee Member: Elizabeth McKenna
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Here is a who's who guide to the back cover photos, when we know them! If you can fill
the gaps in our knowledge, please email mythcor@mythsoc.org.
1. Unknown
2. Diana Paxson
3. Lynn Maudlin
4. Patricia McKillip

5. Peter Schakel
6. Diana Pavlac (Glyer)
22"'

7. Glen GoodKnight

,;·

_Jff ~

13. Glen GoodKnight

' ';";
'•

10. Lester Simons

12. Jon DeCles

__;/~
'

9. Unknown

11. Tim Callahan

/~
__

8. Jane Yolen

14. Lloyd Alexander
15. Glen GoodKnight
.

16. Evangeline Walton
17. Paul Edwin Zimmer
18. Unknown
19. Sue Dawe
20. Michael Underwood
21 Neil Gaiman
22. Grace Monk
23. Carl Hostetter
24 Eleanor Farrell
25. Veida Wissler

Mythcon 7 Procession - Sacramento, California, 1976

26. Dolores Speth
27, 28. Unknown
29. Dinah LeHoven
30. Unknown
31. Dolores Speth

32. Unknown

33. Joe Christopher

34. Unknown

35, 36. Unknown Valar

37. Christopher Tolkien

38. Humphrey Carpenter

39. Walter Hooper

40. J.R.R. & Edith Tolkien grave with Tolkien Centenary well dressing

41. Glen GoodKnight

42. Bonnie GoodKnight (Bg Callahan)

44. Glen GoodKnight

45. Owen Barfield

43. P.L. Travers

